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El Monte Home Protection Pros in El Monte, California, has announced that they are expanding their
services. The company recently stated that they are now offering a full range of home protection
systems to homeowners in the El Monte region.
A complete list of the services provided by the company can be seen at
https://elmontehomeprotectionpros.business.site. A representative for the company says, “Home
security is a necessity, not a luxury. Every home in the nation needs adequate protection from
invasion and other issues. A home is an investment. As such, one should protect that investment.
Homeowners purchase insurance to cover their losses in the event of flood, fire or theft. Why
shouldn’t they help to protect against those issues as opposed to accepting compensation if they
happen?”
In the past, home security systems were considered a luxury that could be afforded only by the rich
and famous. Wireless cameras, door and window sensors and other products were quite pricey, and
not easily afforded by the average working American. Today however, the cost of these systems has
become more affordable and can easily be purchased by even those struggling with minimum wage.
El Monte Home Protection Pros states that it is their goal that every home in the El Monte area be
protected and secure. They offer a wide range of products and services to help homeowners to better
protect their investments and their families.
More on the service areas that the company covers can be seen at
https://goo.gl/maps/W4qrHSM5pGF2. The company representative says, “Our goal is to help
homeowners to choose the best system for their individual needs. Not every home needs the same
security. Some may need wireless cameras to keep an eye on babysitters or nannies. Others may
need cameras outdoors to catch thieves as they enter the property. Whatever the homeowner needs,
our professionals are here to help coach them through their decision and ensure that they get the
home security system that is best for their home.”
The company has many years of experience in working with home security. The company
representative states that they have a staff of highly qualified and experienced professionals who are
ready to consult with homeowners to ensure that they get a personalized quote for their system.
The company states that all homes should be protected. Those who work from home, with home
offices full of expensive computers and other office equipment, those who invest in technology and
have gaming systems or televisions; the company states that anyone, no matter what their homes
entail or hold, should protect their property investments to ensure that there is no damage or theft.
Wireless indoor and outdoor cameras and window and door sensors have come a long way in
security over the past few years. Sensors can be installed in doors and windows and these sensors
will sound and alert homeowners if those doors or windows are opened without their knowledge. The

company works with subscription services like ADT as well, to provide homeowners with even more
security.
Home security subscription services work by monitoring a homeowner’s security system. If and when
an alert is noted, the subscription service contacts the appropriate authorities on the homeowner’s
behalf. The company states that this alone has helped millions of homeowners to protect their
properties while on vacation or away at work.
Recent statistics show that a home invasion happens every 8 to 15 seconds today in the United
States. These break-ins cost homeowners up to $1700 on average. The company states that these
rates would be significantly lower if all homeowners invested in a home security system. As crime
rates in all states begin to rise, the need for home security remains on the increase. El Monte Home
Protection Pros urges those in their service area to seriously consider this type of protection for their
homes and families. Those who are interested in learning more can visit the company on their news
page at https://www.pressadvantage.com/organization/el-monte-home-protection-pros.
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